
Some more Walk Notes – 5 June 2019 

The track we follow when we head back south-east as far as Snowpuddle Farm we assume to be the 

northern exit from Handley parish of the herepath that is referred to in the AD 956 charter. In 1841 this 

was actually a turnpike road owned by the Trustees of the Cranborne Turnpike. It cut straight across the 

371 acres of the then uncultivated Handley Common which belonged to the Marquis of Anglesey. Neither 

Snowpuddle Farm nor Hunt Corner Farm existed in 1841. Strangely, in the B3081 Historic Landscape 

Appraisal (produced by the AONB in 2010) the route of the 1832 Cranborne Chase and New Forest 

Turnpike is recorded as following the B3081 after Sixpenny Handley rather than continuing north-west on 

the herepath route. 

This exact point at which we joined this track is marked on maps as “Great Gravelly” – perhaps this related 

to a marked change in the surfacing of the turnpike? On the Wiltshire side there are nearby tracks or areas 

called “Gravelly Way” and “Great Gravelly Way”. We could not see at this point any trace of an earlier 

Bench Mark; the OS now marks where the tracks cross as ‘defaced’. Presumably in woodland the bench 

mark would have been on a sizeable natural stone, or on a milestone, since removed. The alternative 

would have been a “bolt bench mark” - on a concrete block with a base half a metre wide, sunk 0.45m into 

the ground; the 60mm diameter brass bolt on top would only just show above the surface, and could easily 

become hidden by grass or foliage. In any case I learn that for the last twenty years the OS has normally 

ceased to maintain either bench marks themselves or to check that their height is still accurate – this does 

not apply to the rare FBMs (fundamental bench marks – there is one in Dorchester, in a railed enclosure in 

Salisbury Fields). 

The charter reference to the herepath reads:  þanen on þere herepað at mesdelle. Grundy interprets this as 

‘Then to the Highway at the Quarry where Moss grows’, assuming that mes is a late form of meós = moss.  

He continues ‘The Herepath is now represented by the road running S. from [Handley] to Monkton Up 

Wimborne which crosses the S. By. about 1m. S. of [Handley]; and the Quarry is the pit called Endless Pit 

which is close to where the road crosses the By..’ 

  In fact the dell or deep hollow known as “Endless Pit” is not a 
quarry at all but probably a natural phenomenon created by periglacial activity, a type of “kettle”. 
Be that as it may, an interesting fact of relevance to us is that where the herepath leaves Handley 
to the north the 1841 Tithe Map marks the track or road as ‘from Hindon’, just as at Badgers’ Glory 
the track is marked ‘from Shaftesbury’. Yet only about one mile beyond the Shire Rack those two 
tracks look as though they might converge. Hindon is just to the north-east of East Knoyle through 
which we know passed the “lost” Roman road to Bath; perhaps the herepath was heading for that. 
Hindon seems such an inconsequential destination as compared to Shaftesbury; the historian 
William Camden in Britannia mentions Hindon only as ‘a quick market, and knowen for nothing 



else that I could see’. [Camden didn’t mention Handley at all!] I do not think the Cranborne 
Turnpike could have been heading for Hindon in particular. 

On the way back to New Town after Snowpuddle Farm we crossed a field with two unexplained 
kinks in its south-east boundary. In 1841 this was part of the uncultivated Handley Common cut 
across by the turnpike. Apart from Barbers Coppice (still the same today) the fields to the south-
east, also owned by the Marquis of Anglesey, were both under cultivation, with the names Barbers 
Close and Horse Leaze. There is nothing to explain the line of the dividing hedge bank, with its 
large trees or stools. 

In 1841 the properties in New Town were quite different from those in Deanland, and must have 

had a quite different history. New Town had just seven houses, all of them owned by different 

individuals and the majority owner-occupied. Deanland on the other hand is recorded as having 22 

“homesteads” ie houses with garden, eleven of which were owned by the Rev. Edward Fane (who 

also owned a couple of other small gardens or allotments), and none of which were owner-

occupied. There was also one homestead with malthouse, buildings, yards, garden and orchard 

which was owner-occupied – presumably the village pub: 

   the Hop and Barleycorn, today a private house, after shutting as a 

pub in 1977. 
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